New Delhi (01st Jan, 2019):- SSB welcomed 2019 with blessings of elders at the “The Earth Saviours Foundation”, Old Age Home. Smt Ameeta Negi, Honorary Secretary and other members of SSB Central Executive Committee of Sandiksha, visited “The Earth Saviours Foundation”, Old Age Home /Orphanage Home, Bandhwari Village, Gurugram on 01.01.2019. The celebration was marked by warm conversations with the residents of the old age home, who were delighted to have Sandiksha with them on the joyous first day of the year. This was followed by distributing 200 blankets and edible items to the residents of old age home as a token of love and best wishes. Everyone present at the function welcomed the New Year with sweets and by cutting a cake. The famous SSB Band team performed for the gathering which elevated the atmosphere of celebrations and left everyone in festive spirits. Smt Ameeta Negi gave an introductory address to the gathering wherein she highlighted the role of Sandiksha and several initiatives undertaken by it. Thereafter Mr Ravi Kalra, Founder and President of “The Earth Saviours Foundation” gave a speech to thank SSB for undertaking several benevolent initiatives and he admired the fact the inspite of being an armed Force, which functions in adverse conditions with a strong hand, SSB still thinks for the betterment and happiness of the less privileged. The residents were honoured by offering shawls and momento by the Sandihka.
The new year celebration was attended and celebrated by Smt. Vinita Upreti wife of IFAS SSB, Smt. Ameeta Negi wife of IG (Prov), Smt. Krishna Negi wife of IG(Trg), Smt. Rita Misra wife of IG(Med).
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